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Midnight Bites Oct 27 2019 New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine presents a collection of stories—including six new
tales—featuring the little Texas town that’s overrun by the undead. WELCOME TO MORGANVILLE. YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO
LEAVE. By day, Morganville, Texas, is just a typical college town. By night, the vampires emerge and take control.... In a town
where it’s not safe to be out after dark, student Claire Danvers and her friends have had their fair share of thrills. But Morganville still
has a few secrets left to tell. Now, in this collection, you can venture down the town’s strange streets, revisit all the tales you’ve come
to love, and experience six new stories featuring your favorite Morganville residents—both human and vampire...
Carpe Corpus Nov 20 2021 In the small town of Morganville, vampires and humans lived in (relative) peace – until all the rules got
rewritten when the evil vampire Bishop arrived, looking for the lost book of vampire secrets. He's kept a death grip on the town ever
since. Now an underground resistance is brewing, and in order to contain it, Bishop must go to even greater lengths. He vows to
obliterate the town and all its inhabitants – the living and the undead. Claire Danvers and her friends are the only ones who stand in his
way. But even if they defeat Bishop, will the vampires ever be content to go back to the old rules, after having had such a taste of
power?
Unseen Dec 10 2020 View our feature on Rachel Caine's Unseen.After Cassiel and Warden Luis Rocha rescue an adept child from a
maniacal Djinn, they realize two things: the girl is already manifesting an incredible amount of power, and her kidnapping was not an
isolated incident. This Djinn-aided by her devoted followers-is capturing children all over the world, and indoctrinating them so she
can use their strength for herself. With no other options, Cassiel infiltrates the Djinn's organization-because if Cassiel cannot stop the
Djinn's apocalyptic designs, all of humanity may be destroyed.
Daylighters Jul 05 2020 Something drastic has happened in Morganville while Claire and her friends were away. The town looks
cleaner and happier than they've ever seen it before, but when their incoming group is arrested and separated-vampires from humansthey realize that the changes definitely aren't for the better. It seems that an organization called the Daylight Foundation has offered
the population of Morganville something they've never had: hope of a vampire-free future. And while it sounds like salvation-even for
the vampires themselves-the truth is far more sinister and deadly. Now, Claire, Shane and Eve need to find a way to break their friends
out of Daylighter custody, before the vampires of Morganville meet their untimely end.
Feast of Fools Dec 22 2021 In the town of Morganville, vampires and humans live in relative peace. Claire Danvers has never been
convinced, though-especially with the arrival of Mr. Bishop, an ancient, old-school vampire who cares nothing about harmony. What
he wants from the town's living and its dead is unthinkably sinister. It's only at a formal ball, attended by vampires and their human
dates, that Claire realizes the elaborately evil trap he's set for Morganville.
Heat Stroke Mar 01 2020 The Wardens Association continues to protect the human race from extermination by climatic extremes.
That is, when they’re not turning on their own... Joanne’s survived one challenge – technically – but now she’s got a whole new set of
problems. After being accused of murder and chased across the county – and killed – by a team charged with hunting down rogue
Wardens, Joanne’s human life is over. Reborn into Djinnhood, she has to master her enhanced powers whilst trying to avoid being
‘claimed’ by a human. With the help of a hot supernatural lover, things are looking bright – until they go wrong. There’s trouble
brewing, and it’s not confined to River City...or to the Wardens. No, this trouble could kill every Djinn on the planet – and unleash a
storm that could send humanity to join them. Armed with keen fashion sense, lime-green Manolo Blahniks and a really fast car,
Joanne prepares to do battle with the enemy. Just one problem...it may be herself.
Das Science Fiction Jahr 2012 Sep 30 2022 Einzigartig und informativ – mehr Science Fiction geht nicht! Wir sind rundum von
Dingen umgeben, die jahrzehntelang als reinste Science Fiction galten: Raumfahrt, Nanotechnologie, Smartphones, Twitter ... Nie
waren wir der Zukunft näher als jetzt. Welche Auswirkungen das auf Literatur, Wissenschaft und Medien hat, erfahren Sie im völlig
neu überarbeiteten Science-Fiction- Jahr – randvoll mit Essays, Rezensionen, Interviews und Beobachtungen zum erfolgreichsten
Genre der Welt.
The Dead Girls' Dance Sep 18 2021 Claire Danvers has had her share of challenges – like being a genius in a school that favours
beauty over brains, dealing with the homicidal girls in her dorm and, above all, finding out that her college town is overrun with
blood-sucking fiends. On the plus side, so far Claire and her friends have managed to survive getting on the wrong side of some
Morganville VIPs...Vampire Important Persons. But their temporary peace is in danger of collapsing, thanks to the arrival of her new
boyfriend’s scary father and his vampire-fighting supporters.
Glass Houses Jun 23 2019 College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish dorm situation, where the popular
girls never let her forget just where she ranks in the school's social scene: somewhere less than zero. When Claire heads off-campus,
the imposing old house where she finds a room may not be much better. Her new roommates don't show many signs of life. But they'll
have Claire's back when the town's deepest secrets come crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a Windows Media trailer for this
book.
The Weather Warden Collection Apr 01 2020 From the bestselling author of the Morganville Vampires series Some Weather Wardens
control fire, others control earth, water, or wind – and the most powerful can control more than one element. Without Wardens,

Mother Nature would wipe humanity off the face of the earth... Joanne Baldwin is a Weather Warden. Usually, all it takes is a wave of
her hand to tame the most violent weather. But now Joanne is trying to outrun another kind of storm: accusations of corruption and
murder. So she’s resorting to the very human tactic of running for her life. Includes the first three instalments in the Weather Warden
series: Ill Wind, Heat Stroke and Chill Factor.
Lord of Misrule Jan 23 2022 In the college town of Morganville, vampires and humans coexist in (relatively) bloodless harmony.
Then comes Bishop, a master vampire who threatens to abolish all order, revive the forces of the evil dead, and let chaos rule. But
Bishop isn't the only threat. Violent black clouds promise a storm of devastating proportions. As student Claire Danvers and her
friends prepare to defend Morganville against the elements - both natural and unnatural - the unexpected happens: Morganville's
vampires begin to vanish one by one. Discovering why leads Claire to one last choice: swear allegiance to Bishop...or die.
Cape Storm Jan 29 2020 Check the forecast for the series that's "an addictive force of nature that will suck you in ." (News and
Sentinel) Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin and her new husband, the Djinn David, are running from a malevolent hurricane bent on
destroying her. Joined by an army of fellow Wardens and Djinn onboard a hijacked luxury liner, Joanne has lured the storm into
furious pursuit. But even their combined magic may not be enough to stop it-nor the power-mad ex-Weather Warden controlling it...
Kiss of Death Jun 15 2021 'Thrilling, sexy, and funny! These books are addictive. One of my very favourite vampire series.' Richelle
Mead, author of the international bestselling Vampire Academy series Claire Danvers has a few things on her mind. First of all there is
the laundry, which is now an unfortunate shade of pink. Then there is her boyfriend, Shane, who is never too far from her thoughts.
Finally there is her best friend Eve's relationship problems. As if life as a student wasn't complicated enough, Claire just happens to be
studying in Morganville. A town run by vampires. Trouble seems to follow Claire and her friends like a shadow and tonight is no
exception to the rule. They must find the most difficult documents for a vampire to acquire; people passes that will allow 'bad ass'
Morley and his friends to leave Morganville. But it's proving incredibly problematic, and with the odds seemingly stacked against
them, the biggest question of all is . . . Will they survive?
Devil's Due (Red Letter Days, Book 2) Jun 27 2022 The psychic world will never be the same again.
Slow Burn Oct 08 2020 A sinister plan ignites not-so-spontaneous combustions in an explosive thriller from the New York
Times–bestselling author of the Stillhouse Lake novels. A prostitute’s client in Dallas. A jogger in El Paso. A pastor in Louisiana.
Across the South and Southwest, middle-aged men are bursting into flames. In the Office of Environmental Hazards, one man is on
the case. His initial observations point to something in the drinking water. But intelligence agents suspect something much more
ominous: terrorism. Someone somewhere has come up with a diabolic weapon that could attract millions of dollars from the most
dangerous people in the world, those with no conscience, no loyalty, no morality. And two women in Dallas—a sex worker and a
thief—find themselves thrust into the middle of a conflagration that could raze everything in its path . . . Praise for Rachel Caine “A
first-class storyteller who can deal out amazing plot twists as though she was dealing cards.” —Charlaine Harris, New York
Times–bestselling author of
Crucible May 27 2022 In March 1987, Mercedes Lackey, a young author from Oklahoma, published her first novel, Arrows of the
Queen. No one could have envisioned that this modest book about a magical land called Valdemar would be the beginning of a fantasy
masterwork series that would span decades and include more than two dozen titles. Now the voices of other authors add their own
special touches to the ancient land where Heralds “Chosen” from all walks of life by magical horse-like Companions patrol their
ancient kingdom, dispensing justice, facing adversaries, and protecting their monarch and country from whatever threatens. Trained
rigorously by the Herald’s Collegium, these special protectors each have extraordinary Gifts: Mindspeaking, FarSeeing, FarSpeaking,
Empathy, Firestarting and ForeSeeing, and are bonded for life with their mysterious Companions. Travel with these astounding
adventurers in these original stories.
Black Dawn Jul 25 2019 With its eclectic mix of vampire and human citizens, Morganville, Texas, has always been a risky place to
call home. But with the invasion of the vampire’s deadliest enemy, Morganville isn’t just in danger—it’s dying… Ever since the
draug—mysterious creatures that prey on vampires—took over Morganville, the lives of student Claire Danvers and her friends have
been thrown into turmoil. Most of the town’s residents have evacuated, but Claire, Shane, Eve and Michael have chosen to stay and
fight. Using the city’s water system to spread, the draug have rapidly multiplied. Things in Morganville look grim, especially since
vampire Amelie—the town founder—has been infected by the master draug’s bite. Now, if Claire and her friends don’t figure out how
to cure Amelie and defeat the draug, it looks like Morganville will become little more than a ghost town…
Bite Club May 03 2020 After discovering that vampires populate her town, college student Claire Danvers knows that the undead just
want to live their lives. But someone else wants them to get ready to rumble. There's a new extreme sport getting picked up on the
Internet: bare- knuckle fights pitting captured vampires against each other-or humans. Tracking the remote signal leads Claire to
discover that what started as an online brawl will soon threaten everyone in Morganville...
Thin Air May 15 2021 View our feature on Rachel Caine's Thin Air. After preventing Mother Earth from destroying the planet,
Joanne Baldwin lost her memories thanks to Ashan the djinn-and they will remain lost forever unless Joanne can recover her identityand destroy the demon who is impersonating her, fabulous shoes and all...
Unbroken Jul 17 2021 For millennia, Cassiel was a powerful Djinn—until she was exiled to live among mortals. Now the threat of an
apocalypse looms, and Cassiel is in danger of losing everything she has come to hold dear… As the world begins to fall apart around
her, Cassiel finds herself fighting those she once called her own: the Djinn. With Weather Warden Luis Rocha and the rescued child
Ibby by her side, Cassiel struggles to find a way to protect those who are in her charge and come to terms with the leadership role she
never asked for. Cassiel is opposed by Pearl—a powerful Djinn bent on raising an army of kidnapped Warden children to bring about
nothing less than the end of the world. It will take everything Cassiel has to stop the Djinn from starting a war that will wipe all of
humanity from the face of the earth. She knows that this might not be a battle she can survive, but protecting those she loves is worth
any cost…
The Morganville Vampires Collection Apr 25 2022 Welcome to Morganville. Just don’t stay out after dark ... Morganville is a small
town filled with unusual characters – when the sun goes down, the bad come out. In Morganville, there is an evil that lurks in the
darkest shadows – one that will spill out into the bright light of day. For Claire Danvers, high school was hell, but college may be
murder. It was bad enough that she got on the wrong side of Monica, the meanest of the school’s mean girls, but now she’s got three

new roommates, who all have secrets of their own. And the biggest secret of all isn’t really a secret, except from Claire: Morganville is
run by vampires, and they are hungry for fresh blood... Containing the first four instalments in the international bestselling series:
Glass Houses; The Dead Girls’ Dance; Midnight Alley; Feast of Fools.
Working Stiff Oct 20 2021 Bryn Davis was killed on the job after discovering her bosses were selling a drug designed to resurrect the
dead. Now, revived by that same drug, she becomes an undead soldier in a corporate war to take down the very pharmaceutical
company responsible for her new condition...
Devil's Due Aug 06 2020 The New York Times–bestselling author of Devil’s Bargain brings back two kick-ass female private
investigators in a case of premonitions and peril. While Jazz Callender is recuperating from nearly losing her life during their first case
for the mysterious Cross Society, Lucia Garza hires a new investigator to their firm: none other than Ben McCarthy. The former
Kansas City cop has finally been exonerated of murder, and just in time. Jazz and Lucia have received a new red letter. But instead of
instructions for a high-priority case, this missive contains nothing but a warning: “One of you has made a mistake.” And it’s on
letterhead from the Cross Society’s major adversary in a psychic war. With Ben filling them in on his past secretive dealings with the
organization, Jazz and Lucia start to believe they may be in bed with the enemy, one that they’ve underestimated at their own peril . . .
Praise for Devil’s Bargain “Rachel Caine gives us a major savvy, swift and smart heroine in a tense, fast-paced story that demands to
be read in one sitting! I’m addicted for life and can’t wait for her next book!” —P. N. Elrod, author of Drawing Dead and Other
Stories “Filled with murder, mystery, bad ass chicks and a good ole kick in the head twist.” —Under the Covers Book Blog “A fast
paced, action packed thriller with a paranormal twist
Ash and Quill Aug 30 2022 The unforgettable characters from Ink and Bone and Paper and Fire unite to save the Great Library of
Alexandria from itself in this electrifying adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. Hoarding all the knowledge of the
world, the Great Library jealously guards its secrets. But now a group of rebels poses a dangerous threat to its tyranny.... Jess
Brightwell and his band of exiles have fled London, only to find themselves imprisoned in Philadelphia, a city led by those who would
rather burn books than submit. But Jess and his friends have a bargaining chip: the knowledge to build a machine that will break the
Library’s rule. Their time is running out. To survive, they’ll have to choose to live or die as one, to take the fight to their
enemies—and to save the very soul of the Great Library....
Devil's Bargain (Red Letter Days, Book 1) Sep 06 2020 Jazz Callender’s whole life just got turned upside down.
Devil's Bargain Apr 13 2021 Jazz Callender — don't ever call her Jasmine — is an ex-cop with a goal: opening her own private
detective agency and proving her former partner is innocent of murder. Too bad no one will lend her the money. Until a sexy lawyer
with the devil's own grin appears with an offer she can't refuse.… $100,000. A savvy new partner. And an agreement to make any case
arriving via red envelope a top priority. But if Jazz accepts, there's no turning back. Because once she opens that envelope, all hell's
gonna break loose.…
Gateway to the West Feb 09 2021
Windfall Jan 11 2021 "A rollicking good ride. Caine's prose crackles with energy, as does her fierce and lovable
heroine."—Publisher’s Weekly Joanne is all-out exhausted. When not donning a rain slicker and camping it up for the camera as a TV
weather girl, she has to contend with a vengeful cop on her tail, her newly divorced sister moving in—with a charming but mysterious
British beau in tow—and getting caught in the middle of a supernatural civil war. Worst of all, her boyfriend in a bottle can't stop
draining her powers and is fast morphing from the Djinn of her dreams to the Ifrit of her nightmares. As the agreement between the
Wardens and the Djinn starts to self-destruct, Joanne finds herself forced to choose between saving her lover, saving her Warden
abilities...and saving humanity.
The Morganville Vampires: Books 1-8 Mar 13 2021 In Morganville, Texas, “there’s always a surprise just around every dark
corner”(Darque Reviews)—and it usually involves the undead. Now these secrets come to light in this collection that includes books
one through eight in Rachel Caine's New York Times bestselling Morganville Vampires series… GLASS HOUSES THE DEAD
GIRLS' DANCE MIDNIGHT ALLEY FEAST OF FOOLS LORD OF MISRULE CARPE CORPUS FADE OUT KISS OF DEATH
Fade Out Mar 25 2022 THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING SERIES Without the evil vampire Bishop ruling over the town of
Morganville, the resident vampires have made major concessions to the human population. With their newfound freedom, Claire
Danvers and her friends are almost starting to feel comfortable again... Now Claire can actually concentrate on her studies, and her
friend Eve joins the local theatre company. But when one of Eve’s castmates goes missing after starting work on a short documentary,
Eve suspects the worst. Claire and Eve soon realise that this film project, whose subject is the vampires themselves, is a whole lot
bigger – and way more dangerous – than anyone suspected...
Carniepunk Sep 26 2019 A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires and creepy clowns to
mermaids, Druids, and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll find out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang out
at....
Devil's Bargain Jun 03 2020 First in a supernatural series from the acclaimed bestselling author: “Filled with murder, mystery, bad
ass chicks and a good ole kick in the head twist.” —Under the Covers Book Blog A disgraced former detective walks into a bar and . .
. gets funding for a private investigation agency? If it didn’t happen to Jazz Callender, she wouldn’t believe it either. All she has to do
is partner up with a national security risk known as Lucia Garza, accept one-hundred thousand dollars, and take on assignments that
seem to have no purpose. Easy-peasy. But when Jazz gets shot and one of their surveillance subjects winds up dead, the women aren’t
so thrilled. They need answers—fast. And what they uncover about their mysterious new employer will rock their worlds. For Jazz and
Lucia have become pawns in a psychic game of chance with much more than their own futures on the line . . . “Rachel Caine gives us
a major savvy, swift and smart heroine in a tense, fast-paced story that demands to be read in one sitting! I’m addicted for life and
can’t wait for her next book!” —P. N. Elrod, author of Drawing Dead and Other Stories “A fast paced, action packed thriller with a
paranormal twist.” —Book’d Out
Midnight Alley Feb 21 2022 MORGANVILLE IS SUCH A NICE PLACE TO LIVE... AND DIE. IF YOU DON’T MIND THAT
SORT OF THING. When Claire Danvers learnt that her college town was run by vampires, she did what any intelligent, selfpreserving student would do: she applied for a transfer and stocked up on garlic. The transfer is no longer an option, but that garlic
may come in handy. Now Claire has pledged herself to Amelie, the most powerful vampire in town. The protection her contract

secures does little to reassure her friends. All of a sudden, people are turning up dead, a stalker resurfaces from Claire’s past, and an
ancient bloodsucker extends a chilling invitation for private lessons in his secluded home.
Last Breath Aug 25 2019 With her boss preoccupied researching the Founder Houses in Morganville, student Claire Danvers is left to
her own devices when she learns that three vampires have vanished without a trace. She soon discovers that the last person seen with
one of the missing vampires is someone new to town-a mysterious individual named Magnus. After an uneasy encounter with
Morganville's latest resident, Claire is certain Magnus isn't merely human. But is he a vampire-or something else entirely?
My Big Fat Supernatural Wedding Dec 30 2019 Werewolves, vampires, witches, voodoo, Elvis---and weddings An "ordinary"
wedding can get crazy enough, so can you imagine what happens when otherworldly creatures are involved? Nine of the hottest
authors of paranormal fiction answer that question in this delightful collection of supernatural wedding stories. What's the seating plan
when rival clans of werewolves and vampires meet under the same roof? How can a couple in the throes of love overcome traps set by
feuding relatives---who are experts at voodoo? Will you have a good marriage if your high-seas wedding is held on a cursed ship?
How do you deal with a wedding singer who's just a little too good at impersonating Elvis? · L. A. Banks · Jim Butcher · Rachel Caine
· P. N. Elrod · Esther M. Friesner · Lori Handeland · Charlaine Harris · Sherrilyn Kenyon · Susan Krinard Shape-shifters, wizards, and
magic, oh my!
Chicks Kick Butt Nov 01 2022 Chicks are awesome--and never more so than when they are kicking some serious
vampire/werewolf/demon/monster butt. Chicks Kick Butt is an anthology that features one of the best things about the urban fantasy
genre: strong, independent, and intelligent heroines who are quite capable of solving their own problems and slaying their own
dragons (or demons, as the case may be). Edited by Kerrie Hughes and Rachel Caine, Chicks Kick Butt features original stories from
thirteen authors, eleven of whom are New York Times bestsellers: - Rachel Caine (with a story from her bestselling Weather Wardens
universe) - L.A. Banks - Rachel Vincent - Karen Chance - Lilith Saintcrow - Cheyenne McCray - Susan Krinard - Jeanne Stein - Jenna
Black - Susan Krinard - Jeanne Stein - Jenna Black - Elizabeth Vaughan - Carole Nelson Douglas - P.N. Elrod - Nancy Holder At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Chicks and Balances Jul 29 2022 ORIGINAL ANTHOLOGY featuring rollicking, tongue-in-cheek tales of women warrior fighting
against the stodgy and in the name of freedom of expression, Chicks in Chainmail style! Continuing a great tradition, Chicks and
Balances is not what you might think (or it is what you think, depending on which way your mind runs). What we have here is a bunch
of perfectly healthy women who happen to be of the brass-bra-wearing and chain-link bikinis sort. Each is fighting in her own way for
the freedom to express herself--often by thrusting sword through a censor's black heart! Be glad, the chicks in chainmail are back, and
they will not be oppressed, repressed, or depressed! All new adventures of fearless women warriors by Eric Flint, creator of the Ring
of Fire alternate history series; Nebula-winning author Harry Turtledove; Jody Lynn Nye, co-author of the national best seller The
Ship Who Won; Campbell Award-winner Wen Spencer, and many more, including the inimitable Esther Friesner herself, as fantasy
adventure takes a turn for the lighter side. Contributors: Esther Friesner Jody Lynn Nye Jim C. Hines Elizabeth A. Vaughan Harry
Turtledove Kerrie L. Hughes Steven Harper Piziks Wen Spencer Julie S. Mandala Esther Friesner Jean Rabe Alex Shvartsman Sarah
A. Hoyt Robin Wayne Bailey Laura Resnick Lee Martindale P.C. Hodgell Dean Wesley Smith Laura Frankos Louisa Swann Elizabeth
Ann Scarborough Kristine Kathryn Rusch The Series: Chicks in Chainmail Turn the Other Chick The Chick's in the Mail Chicks 'n
Chained Males Chicks Ahoy Did You Say Chicks?! Chicks and Balances At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).
Midnight Bites - Tales of Morganville Nov 28 2019 Bringing together everything Rachel Caine has written in short form about
Morganville, this collection is carefully organised into a timeline so you can read from the earliest adventures - some of which belong
to vampires - all the way through to post-Daylighters, the final novel in the series. Midnight Bites includes more than 50,000 words of
brand-new content, alongside stories compiled from the author's website and anthologies. Including 'Dead Man Stalking' and 'PitchBlack Blues', these tales feature everyone's favourite bunny-slipper-wearing mad scientist, a fatal car crash, zombies, eerie carnival
grounds, a blood-dispensing vending machine and much more. This diverse and supercharged group of stories will shine a little more
light in the murkiest corners of Morganville.
Gale Force Nov 08 2020 Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin is on vacation when her Djinn lover, David, asks Joanne to marry him.
She's thrilled to say yes, even if some others may be less than happy about it. Unfortunately, Joanne's pre-marital bliss is ended by a
devastating earthquake in Florida. And she can't ask David and his kind for assistance. Because the cause of the quake is unlike
anything Joanne has ever encountered-and a power even the Djinn cannot perceive.
Immortal Aug 18 2021 In Immortal; Love Stories With Bite' edited by New York Times bestselling author of the House of Night
series P.C. Cast' seven of todays most popular YA vampire and contemporary fantasy authors offer new short stories that prove when
youre immortal' true love really is forever.
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